PROFESSIONAL PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS:
CADET MASTER SERGEANT/FIRST SERGEANT (MSG/1SG)

Cadet's Name: _________________ Class Period: __________ Job Assignment: __________

**Area of Professional Qualification**

Demonstrate a thorough knowledge of: SSHS JROTC Cadet Manual, chain of command, Cadet Creed,

Pledge of Allegiance, the U.S. Constitution & all Amendments

Successfully pass JROTC with an "A" and a minimum of "C" in all other classes

Demonstrate a thorough knowledge of current unit chain of command

Command a platoon in armed and unarmed drill and be able to demonstrate any drill movement or

command

Participate in at least three Unit events as a SFC

Event: __________________________ Date: __________

Event: __________________________ Date: __________

Event: __________________________ Date: __________

**Class Commander Evaluation**

Has demonstrated accountability and responsibility

Abides by Cadet Code of Conduct

Understands and demonstrates proper classroom protocol

Demonstrated proper wearing of the Cadet Uniform

(Received an average of 85 or higher on uniform inspections in previous and current quarter)

Was not assigned OSS or detention this quarter or previous quarter

Abides by Cadet Code of Conduct

A SFC for a minimum of one school quarters

**Recommendations:**

Yes No (Company Commander)

Yes No (AI)

Approval:

Yes No (SAI) ____________________________

Advanced to Cadet ____________________________ this date of _______ 20__

Copy forwarded to S-1 to update JUMS Data Base. Original returned to Class Leader to place in cadet portfolio.

Comments: A-8